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"THINKING ON
YOUR FEET"
By LOUIS NIZER
a t the mere
Iaaythought
of being called upon t o
NECESa lew wordsF

YOU

SHUDDER

NOT
SARILY MAKE A SPEECH! - you

will
be tremendously grateful for the
methods outlined by this famous
speaker. From the bottomless fount
of his vast background, toastmaster a t the most brilliant assemblages of our times, orator who has
moved millions by introductions

The secret of
persuasive speaking

and addresses over far flung radio
networks, he has develo~ed this
practical "tool" t o help all speakers.
Re a more interesting personality,
speak better! I t can safely he said
that handicapped thinking in relation t o speaking - no matier the
occasion!is the greatest single
cause for arrested progress. Read
'THINKING
ON YOUR FEET"and
use i t as the tool to vanquish your
fear of speaking. Use it as a tool
t o improve and develop your
speech. The author, a distinguished
attorney, reveals the simple principles and formulae which he himself
has used for many years.

for business

41 Thumbnail Biographies
of Famous Men & Women

and social occasions
HE m*rmral ia enhanced hy a wealth
T o f delightful aneedotos and intimate,
personal sidelights which will delight and
amuse you - a veritable storehouse for
your own use.
Included are 41 thumhnail biographies
from the author's transcription library.
Little known facts about well-known peo-

ple . . . their foibles, weakneesee, strength
.told by a master story teller. Every
one of these introductions ia an outetanding example of tho power which can he
wiclded hy a speaker who ''thinks on hia
feet." The author mns the gamut from
love todemocracy . from nimble witticisms to profundity and leaning.

..

..

Recommended by the BOOK-OF-THE-MONTHCLUB

-

$9.50

Who wants labor racketeering and why! Both
the causes and the proposed cures for labor
racketeering are analyzed in this timely hook,
based on indisputable facts from the record.
by HAROLD SEIDMAN $2.50

LABOR
CZARS
LIVERIGHT
llmIm
386 FOURTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Aids to Public Document Use
Since 1937
By JEROME K. WILCOX
Associate Librarian. University of California Library, Berkeley

M

ANY of the aids and guides to the
use of public documents which
have been issued in increasing
number during the past two years have
unfortunately been overlooked due to the
lack of periodic listings. With this fact in
mind the summarizations which follow
have again been made.' All fields of public
documents, with the single exception of
municipal, have benefited with new keys
to their use.
Studies concerning the functions of the
United States government and manuals on
the use of U. S. public documents still continue to form an important field of activity.
To use intelligently U. S. public documents,
one must keep abreast with all studies of
federal government activity, organization,
and reorganization. With the advent of the
"New Deal," the federal corporations
increased by leaps and bounds. Three noteworthy studies of these have been made,
one by Charles C. Abbott, Federal Corporationr and Corporate Agencie~,~
one by John
McDiarmid, Government Corporations and
Federal fund^,^ and the third on Government
Corporations and State Law,' by Ruth G .
Weintraub. There has also been made a
very detailed study, mostly concerned with
the financial structure of the corporations,
by the U. S. Treasury Department in response to Senate resolution No. 150 of the
third session of the 76th Congress.6 Independent commissions of the federal government, ever on the increase, have also been
studied by Wilson K. Doyle. (IndependEDITOVS NOTE- h m o d art& by ]mom K. Wdrox on R a i n i
A l h r F c d p D r . m n r Un will appear is il lnrri iaave of SPK.lhL

LIBRARIES.

ent Commissions in the Federal Government.
Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina
Press; 1939, 106 p.) The interdepartmental
committee used extensively by the F. D.
Roosevelt administration was the subject
of study by Mary T. Reynolds for the
period 1933 to 1937 only. A new edition
revised to May, 1940, of the United Stater
Department of Agriculture, its Structure and
Functions has been prepared by A. P. Chew.'
The United States Government Manual, formerly issued by the U. S. Information Service
of the National Emergency Council and
later by the U. S. Office of Government
Reports, now appears in bound form three
times a year. In this connection should also
be mentioned the Federal Reference Manual,
by Theodore Wesley G r a ~ k ewhich
,~
is to
be kept up to date by cumulative pocket
supplements. This latter manual, which is
intended for the use of lawyers, usually
gives for each agency of the federal government its creation, purpose, functions, appeals, publications, and rules of practice.
The Brookings Institution has published
the new edition of Dr. Schmeckebier's
Govcrnmmt Publications and their Usegwhich
has been expanded about 30 pages over the
first edition for additions and corrections.
This manual, for the field it covers, is the
best introduction to U. S. public documents
yet issued. This fall the new edition of Anne
M. Boyd's U . S. Government Publications as
Source~ofInformationforLibraria will appear.
The Works Progress Administration has
issued Volumes I1 and I11 of its I ~ d mof
Research Projects. Volume I1 is essentially
an index to publications of the state
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planning boards, and Volume 111 continues
the contents of Volume I. Supplementing
this index have been issued three numbers
of a Bibliography of Research Projects Reports ' O in mimeographed form, listing over
a thousand reports received in the Washington office between the period June 1,
1939, and June 30, 1940. Henceforth, additional numbers are to appear semi-annually.
Volume IV of the Index of Research Projects
now in the process of publication will be a
cumulation of numbers 1 to 3 inclusive of
the Bibliography of Research Projcctr Reports
with additional omitted items. The U. S.
National Resources Planning Board has
issued a Subject Index to Reports (Washington, D. C., Government Printing Ofice,
1940. 76 p.), which includes those of its
predecessors, the National Planning Board,
the National Resources Board, and the
National Resources Committee. The Work
Projects Administration has also issued a
new edition as of July 15, 1940, of the
Checklist of Historical Records Survey Publications." The checklist is divided into two
groups; publications already issued and
publications approved but not yet issued.
This comprehensive list includes inventories of county, town and municipal, and
church archives; inventories of federal
archives in the states and miscellaneous
publications pertaining to federal archives
in the states; manuscript publications;
American imprints inventory publications;
directories of churches; and the various
miscellaneous publications of the projcct.
H E Film Service of the U. S. Office of
T!3ducation
(formerly of the National
Emergency Council) has also issued a new
edition as of March, 1940, of its Directory
of U. S. Government Films (33 p. Planographed). The Committee on Patents of
the U. S. House of Representatives has issued an Index of Reports. SOth t o 71th Congresses, 1888-1938 (Washington, D. C.,
Government Printing Office, 1940. 26 p.).
This index is a record of all printed reports
of this Committee and is in two parts;

Part I, a chronological list of reports,
and Part 11, an alphabetical subject-matter
index.
The Legislative Reference Service of
the Library of Congress has prepared a
Sumrnarr of Major Legislation, and of Fcdcral Court Decisions on its Constitutionality,
1933-40.'2This is primarily concerned with
the outstanding legislation under the
"New Deal.'' The U. S. National Archives
has published a Guide t o the Materials in the
National Archives(Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 1940. 303 p.).
This is a complete revision, with additions,
of the preliminary guide which was published as an appendix to the third annual
report of the U. S. National Archives and
includes receipts of material to December
31, 1939. A very useful and handy summarization of the more important statistical services and activities of the United
States was prepared by the U.S. Central
Statistical Board l 3 for the Statistical Section of the Eighth American Scientific
Congress held in Washington, D. C., May
10-18, 1940. This study will later form a
chapter of the Inter-Amdrican Statistical
Compendium to be published early in 1941.
There has been need for a new edition of
the Special Libraries Association's Dcscriptive List for Use in Acquiring and Discarding U . S. Govcrnment Periodical Mimeographed Statements, issued in 1929. Under
the sponsorship of the Financial Group of
the Special Libraries Association, there is
now being issued in parts, a revision of this
guide. Two parts have appeared at intervals of about a year, and so far the work
has been done by the Library of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.I4 Finally, should be mentioned McCamy's Government Publicity ' 5 n which for
the first time there is made an honest and
critical appraisal of the press releases and
the like issued by federal government
agencies. (See review, Library Journal,
March 15, 1940, p. 248.)
During this period the state document field has seen the greatest activity.
SPECIAL
LIBRARIES

departments, and institutions of the state
of Washington, giving address of each
agency, periodicity of its reports, and date
of last issue. The Documents Department
of the University of North Carolina Library began issuing in January, 1940, a
Monthly Checklist of Oficial North Carolina
Publications.'* The first three issues were
combined in one number. Since that time
there have been separate issues for each
month. The fourth new checklist, that
issued by the Colorado State Library as its
Extension Bulletin No. 7, July, 1940, is a
Checklist of Colorado Oficial State Publications April 1, 1940, through June 29, 1940.20
The project is a coopeutive one of the
State Library with the Documents departments of the Denver Public Library and
INCE the issuance of the Manual in the University of Colorado, and i t is
SApril, 1940, a number of important tools planned to supplement it subsequently at
have been published. The Governor's Of- three-month intervals. In this connection
fice of Virginia issued a Handbook on the should be mentioned the paper by Leroy
Organi<ation and Activities of the Executive C. Merritt in Public Documents, 1938, on
Deparnnents of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Municipal and State Document Collecting in
Organization charts, administration, loca- the Rocky Mountain Region, with appended
tion of offices, and duties of each are iu- checklists of the documents of the Rocky
cluded. Four states have issued new check- Mountain States for the period covered.21
lists or guides to their publications. In CalAlthough not compiled primarily as a
ifornia, the Supervisor of Documents checklist of state documents, the checklists
released an Oficial Catalog of Documents - of early American imprints, the American
Reports, Maps, Published by Agencies of the Imprints Inventory Project of the HistorState of California. This appears in loose- ical Records Survey of the W.P.A. under
leaf form with guide cards for each major the Direction of Douglas C. McMurtrie,
agency on which are printed organization are including state documents as early
charts. Following the guide cards are imprints along with boaks, pamphlets, and
sheets listing the publications of each broadsides. To date eight state lists have
agency July 1, 1939-April 1, 1940 with been issued. Of these, over half the publicanumerous "standard documents" of earlier tions included in the Nevada checklist 22
date. Monthly loose-leaf supplements are are authorized by state agencies. The other
planned. Its form of issue, while novel, is state lists completed thus far are Missouri,
cumbersome to handle and so far as a check- 1808-50; Minnesota, 184965; Arizona,
list i t is not worth much. A much better 1860-90; Kentucky, 1787-1820; Alabama,
planned guide which also covers only one 1807-40; New Jersey, 1784-1800; and Kanstate is rhe mimeographed Publications of sas, 1854-76.23
the State of Washington, issued by the
In the subject or functional field of state
Bureau of Governmental Research of the publications many aids have appeared.
University of Washington.lB As the sub- In 1938 the STATE LAW INDEX of the
title indicates, i t is a list of periodical and Library of Congress issued Sources of Inforother current publications issued byoffices, mation on Legislation of 1937-38, and in 1940
Volume I11 of the Book of the States,l6 issued
by the Council of State Governments, as
well as the Manual on the U J of~ State Publications have appeared. Volume 111of the
Book of the States is by far the most compact
and most useful of this important biennial
thus far. (See review, Library Journal, July
1939, p. 550.) Within the covers of the
Manual on the Use of State Publications, the
editor attempted to bring together everything of importance to an understanding of
this large field of publishing activity. It is
hoped that through its chapters sources of
information concerning state government
activity, functions, and publishing will
be found. (See SPECIALLIBRARIES,September 1940, p. 330.)

supplemented i t by a mimeographed list
for the same period.24In 1940 also a similar publication appeared covering 1939.26
All of these lists are in two parts, first,
lists of bills or laws by states, and second,
a list of subject digests of the laws of one
or more states. The Ohio Public Health
Association published in 1939 a Historical
Directory of State Health Departments in the
United States of h d i c a , by Robert G.
Paterson. Through the use of this publication one can trace briefly the history of the
public health department of each state, as
well as its periodic published reports.
There is also a historical roster of executives for each, and a footnote indicating as
far as possible any special study made of
the health department in each state. The
Social Security Board Library is responsible
for an excellent bibliography or checklist
of the publications of the state unemployment compensation commissions.2' The
Maryland State Planning Commission has
issued the most extensive study to date on
legislative council^.^' The Bureau of Public
Administration of the University of California has also made a recent study on
legislative councils.28 The Research Department of the Kansas Legislative Council
published in March, 1940, A Suruey of State
Market Agencies. . . . (Publication No. 96,
Topeka, 1940.36 p. Mimeographed.) In the
State Research and Statistics Exchange Bulletin No. I , issued by the Bureau of Employment Security of the U. S. Social Security
Board, appears a list of State Research and
Stati~tical periodical^ (state employment
agencies) and abstracts of recent research
and statistical reports. In the January,
1939, issue of the Social Security Bulletin
appeared State Statistical Bullerins in the
Field of Public Arristance (p. 78-82). The
Department of Social Welfare of the state
of Washington issued as Monograph No.
35, Studies and Rcports in the Field of Social
Welfare Conducted by Statewide and Local
Agencies in the 48 States, 1932-39, compiled
by Erma M. Cull. The U. S. Housing Authority in cooperation with the U. S.
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Social Security Board published their report of a survey in May, 1940, on Housing
and Welfarc. As Appendix A to this report
is a selected list of references which includes state and municipal documents on
the subject, and as Appendix B is a list of
national, state, and local agencies, public
and private, concerned with housing
and/or welfare. The Council of State Governments has published as its BX-198, a
directory of state publicity agents (Aduertising by the States. March 1940. Chicago,
1940. 31 p.).
HE Federation of Tax Administrators
responsible for a number of studies,
all of which are important to the public
document field. Unfortunately, many of
them are not printed but are only available
in typewritten or dittoed form. This organization has issued in typewritten form a
directory, Chiefs of Rerearch Divisions or
Members of Research Staffs of T a x Commissions or Dapartments (RM-2S, revised September 10, 1940, 2 p.); a brief statement on
Use of Salts T m Tokens, coupon^, and Stamps
(RM-64, revised September 10, 1940, 2 p.);
a brief statement with table, on History of
Enactment and Repeal of State Sales Taxes
(RM-68, revised September 3, 1940, 2 p.);
and a number of other directories of officials connected with taxation. I t has also
recently issued in dittoed form a new edition revised to August 19, 1940, of its
Research Bulletin No. 31 entitled, SptCidl
Surueyr or Studies of State Rcucnue Problems
Undwtakon or Completed since January 1 , 1936
(27 p.). This bibliography by states indicates the dates of establishment of these
various special legislative revenue and tax
study commissions, briefly indicates the
scope of their study, and states the personnel of each.
Three of the newer activities of state
government, state labor relations,zg state
liquor control,30 and state judicial councils
have been subjects of recent study, two by
the Bureau of Public Administration of the
University of C a l i f ~ r n i a , ~and
~ - one
~ ~ by

the National Conference of Judicial Councils. The study of judicial councils comprises Volume I1 of the Annual Handbook of
the National Conference of Judicial Councils
compiled by Paul B. DeWitt. (Newark,
The Council, 1940. 143 p.) Within the
covers of this comprehensive handbook are
included a bibliography on judicial councils, an index to state judicial council
reports, a checklist of judicial council
reports, and a survey of srate judicial councils which includes a directory of memberships of each.

Mimeographed.) Finally, Volume 1, 1939,
of Research Abstracts was published by the
Work Projects Administration of New
York City. This is a volume of abstracts of
reports produced with the assistance of
research projects operated in the city of
New York by the W.P.A. and its predecessor, and includes a subject index to the
abstracts.

N thesocial welfare field there are a num-

S~acm
Lmnmrsn,
~
July-Aug. 1938, p. 176-180;
Sept. 1938, p. 224-28.
2. ABBOTT, CHARLES CORTEZ. Federal Corporations and Corporare Agencies. H m ~ flurinrrr
d
Rwirw, v. 16, No. 4, Summer Number 1938, p.
436410, 2 charts; also issued as reprint.
3. McDIARMID, JOHN. Government Corporations
and Federal Funds. Studies in Public Administration, Volume VI. Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, c 1938. 244 p.
4. WEINTRAUB, RUTH G. Government Corporations and State Law. Columbia University.
Faculty of Political Science. Studies in History,
Economics, and Public Law No. 448. N. Y.,
Columbia University Press, 1939. 2W p.
Cantenrs: PC.1, The state charters the government corporation; Pt. II,The stare seeks to limit
the government corporation; Pt. 111, The state
facilitates rhe activities of the government cor-

I

ber of priodic directories for state
agencies; those issued by the U. S. Social
Security Board, one by the American
Public Welfare Association, and one by
the New York Department of Social Welfare. Although this is now an all-important
state function, it would seem one comprehensive directory probably issued annually
would s ~ f f i c e . ~ '
Before turning to the foreign government
field, four additional titles should be
briefly mentioned. In 1938, The Reorganization of State Governments in the United Stnter,
by A. E. Buck was published." This is
primarily a brief digest of government reorganization studies by states. In February,
1939, the Research Department of the California State Chamber of Commerce made
available a Handbook on Sourcm of Eronomic
Data Pertaining t o California State Agencies.
For each agency is given its address, date
established, purpose, brief description of
its activities, and publications. In November, 1939, the Montana State College issued
in mimeographed form A Bibliography of
Publications and Reports Representing the
result^ of Resaarch and Statistical Proj~tsin
which the Workr Progross Administration has
Parti~ipated.~~
The University of California
at Berkeley had also issued a similar publication in July, 1939 (Publications. A
Bibliography of Publications Reprmntatiua of
Work in which the Works Progress Administration has Participated. Berkeley, 1939. 22 p.
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Heard at the Advisory Council Meeting
Joint Meetings of S.L.A. Chapters were held with State
Library Association meetings as follows:
Albany Chapter with New York
Milwaukee Chapter with Wisconsin
Baltimore Chapter with Maryland
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh Chapters with Pennsylvania
The Methods Exhibit of the Indianapolis Convention has
That,
already visited four Chapters and four more have asked for
it. Stechert Company, whose building houses our Executive Ofice, crates and pays transportation on the Exhibit
when "on tour" and stores it gratis when "resting."
That,
All classification and subject heading schemes are now on
file at the Executive Office. Twenty-five were loaned in one
month.
And that, The following will be soon off the press:
1. The Trade Name Index
2 . Creation and Development of an Insurance Library
(Revised Edition)
3. Micro-Film Directory

That,

The Care of Special Materials in the
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
Library
By LYMAN D. LYNN
Library Assisrant, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington

C

ARE of special materials presents the
librarian with a complicated, but
not insolvable, problem. This is
particularly true in the case of the special
library, where often an abundance of these
materials accumulate. I t is up to the staff,
then, to make them as readily available to
the readers as the books and periodicals,
which are normally the scope of library
activity.
The Library and Archives Section of the
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey furnishes
an example in point. Material in this
special government library has been piling
up for more than a century and, as it is
constituted today, the collection is notable
for both quantity and variety.
This colIection naturally reflects the
activities of the agency, which i t serves.
Congress, by various enactments, has
charged the Coast and Geodetic Survey
with six major functions. These, briefly,
are as follows:
1. The survey of the coasts of rhe United States
m d its possessions to insure the safe navigarion of
coartd and intracaastal waters.
2. The determination of geographic positions and
elevations in the interior of the country, to coordinate the coastal surveys and p v i d e li framework
for mapping and other engineering work.
3. The investigation of tides and currents co furnish datum planes ro engineers and ride and current
tlbles to mariners.
4. The compilation of aeronautical charm w meet
the needs of pilots of aircraft.
5. Observations of the earth's magnetism in all
puts of the country to furnish magnetic information
easenrial to the mariner, aviator, land surveyor,
radio cnginnr and orhas.
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6. Scismolagical observations and investigations
to supply data required in designing srrucruies to
reduce the esrthquake hazard.

As might he expected from this list of
the Bureau's activities, the book collection
of the library which serves it consists principally of works on surveying, engineering,
hydrography, astronomy and rnathematical and allied sciences. Designed, as most
government bureau libraries are, to be a
working tool for the personnel, every
effort is made to procure standard and
up-to-date publications in these fields.
However, i t is significant that the name
of this section is not merely "Library," but
"Library and Archives." The problem of
the care of special materials and of making
them readily available stems from this
combination of library and archival functions. In the Coast and Geodetic Survey
these problems have been met and solved
by practical methods, developed over a
period of years. I t is notable that these
methods resulted from the cooperative
work of the library staff and the technical
staff of the Bureau.
One class of material, which is rated as
'.
special" in most libraries, is the map collection. I think that librarians almost universally consider maps a colossal nuisance,
not only because of the difficulty of housing
and caringfor rhem, but also because of the
stubborn resistance they give efforts to fit
them into an altogether satisfactory classification and catalog scheme. Nevertheless,
in many government libraries such as those
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the

Geological Survey, the Soil Conservation
Service, the Bureau of Public Roads and
the State, War and Navy Departments, the
map collections are indispensable.
In addition to maintaining a complete
file of all editions of its own nautical charts
and a nearly complete file of the topographic quadrangles published by the Geological Survey, the Coast and Geodetic
Survey Library has an extensive collection
of maps and charts, varying in nature, covering nearly all parts of the world as well
as the United States.' Comprehensive files
of the charts published by the U. S. Hydrographic Office, the U. S. Lake Survey, the
Canadian Hydrographic Service and the
British Admiralty are also kept. Representative publications of the French, German, Russian, Danish and other foreign
hydrographic agencies may be found in the
collection.
Care of this collection is an important
function of the Library. In general, the
cataloging follows closely the methods
recommended by S. W. Boggs, Geographer
of the State Department, who is regarded
as an authority on the subject. The Cutter
geographical system of classification is
used in conjunction with a serial accession
number to form the call number.
HYSICALLY the maps are kept flat in
Pshallow sliding drawers, in steel cabinet
units of twelvedrawerseach. At the present
time the Library employs 88 such units, or
a total of 1,056 drawers, to house its map
collection. Each drawer is 44% inches in
width, with a horizontal depth of 36f4
inches and a vertical depth of 1% inches.
This is a standard size, which easily accommodates a majority of the items in the
collection, although it is necessary to fold
a number of the larger maps and charts.
The maps are allowed to lie flat in
these drawers. Those printed on thin or
flimsy paper and those in a bad state of
repair are enclosed in folders improvised
l For %" z<ounr of the i m p n l n r mrp and rhlir scm. io the ~olircrloo
r.,oI,n
M. h l c m l i , H u t m c d Mlprnnd Cbnrn, inn.rri".',si
Marb,,.
Voi. L. p. 431+7, M q , 1W.

from brown mapping paper or obsolete
charts, with the contents and call numbers
of each folder pencilled on the outside. So
far as practicable the important map items
are mounted on cloth, which is the ideal
method of preserving them, but which, at
the same time, is an expensive process,
largely outside the scope of the average
library budget. The charts, being printed
on heavy paper and numbered serially, can
be filed without any elaborate processing.
Another type of special material kept in
the map files, but which does not fall exactly within the same category, is known
in the Library as the blueprint collection.
This, comprising at the present time approximately 25,000 items, represents minute surveys of small areas on a large scale,
for the information of the chart compilers.
Over 90 per cent of these blueprints are
provided by the Army Engineers, the result
of their constant examinations and dredging operations in the harbors and navigable
rivers of the United States.
These blueprints, after examination by
the cartographers, are filed in the map
drawers by serial numbers. A card with a
simple description is made for each and
filed geographically with limited crossindexing. This catalog is seldom referred
to, since the practical reference is achieved
by marking the numbers of the blueprints
on the corresponding areas in a set of
master" charts readily available to the
compilers, who use the blueprint information. To complete the record each blueprint received is listed in a register, which
provides both an accession record and a
shelf-list.
A glance at the accompanying illustration will aid the reader to visualise the
amount of miscellaneous data, which are
collected and used in the compilation of a
single nautical chart. It shows the material
used to compile the chart of San Francisco
Bay, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey number 5535. There are 469 field survey sheets
together with the field books containing
sounding records, tide records and other

..
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data. When i t is considered that the Swwty ploys letter symbols with serid accession
now publishes more than 800 different numbers. Prior to 1928 the practice had
nautical charts, i t can easily be realized been to assign each type of record a block
that these data, which are carefully pre- of numbers to use until exhausted. Since
served, constitute a large archives. The January, 1928, each class has been given its
preservation of these records is one of the own series commencing with the number
functions of the Library.
one. The following table outlines the
The field survey sheets, shown in rolls classification scheme:
in the illustration, are kept in specially
Trpc of rriard
Sydd
Asrronomy (gmdetic). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A
made, metal tubes, fitted with caps. The
Figure of the Earth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
F
tubes, containing hydrographic data, are
Gwdesy
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
G
painted green; those containing topoPrecise Leveling (hypsametry). . . . . . . . . . HA
graphic survey results are colored red. On
Leveling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HG
Terrestrial Magnetism and Seismology. . . .
Gravity (pendulum). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hydrographic andTopographic Surveys. . .
Tidal and Current Surveys.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

each tube is painted a serial number and
the areas covered by the various sheets are
diagrammed with corresponding numbers
on another set of master charts, which provide an index to these records. The tubes
are stored in large metal racks in a specially
constructed, 6reproof vault.
The remainder of the field records are
labeled and shelved in the familiar book
manner. An elaborate classification scheme,
essentially mnemonic in character, has
been devised and expanded to embrace an
astonishing variety of complicated and
highly technical records. This scheme em398
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These letter symbols have been expanded to cover specific types of records in
each general class. The work of the classifier and cataloger has been materially simplified by the development, in the Bureau,
of a standard series of printed forms for
each of the hundreds of specific kinds of
records. The numbers of these forms, associared with the appropriate descriptions in
the scheme outline, accomplish much in
effecting ready identification and proper
classification.
A similar classification scheme has been
made to cover another class of special materials, namely, photographs and other
representations, which are used extensively
by the Bureau. A file of approximately
12,000 different illustrations has been
accumulated and is being steadily increased. These consist mainly of photographs showing the various activities of
the Bureau, instruments, equipment, localities in which the work is carried on and
reproductions of various kinds of records.
They are used to illustrate the numerous
publications of the Bureau and are made
available to the press. Approximately 50
per cent of these photographs and drawings
have been made into lantern slides and, as
such, are used by members of the Bureau
to illustrate lectures which they are frequently called upon to deliver before stu-
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dents, engineering and scientific societies
and the public generally. Often they are
asked to give such lectures with very little
advance notice, in which case the Library
must render prompt service in providing
the illustrative material.
The classification scheme worked out for
these representations is similar to that provided for the technical records. They are
grouped according to the Bureau activities
which they illustrate and the symbols are
expanded to maintain the mnemonic character of the system as nearly as possiblr. A
brief outline is as follows:
Subjm
S~miol
Bureau (photographs concerning the Bureau
as a whole rather than of any separate
division). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .B
Carrography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C
Aerial Photography. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F
Geodesy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G
Hydrography and Topography.. . . . . . . . . . . H
General Interest.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
Terresrrial Magnetism and Elecrricity ....... M
Persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P
Seismology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S
Tides and Currents. . . .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . T

As an example of the expansion of these
symbols the following table lists the subject headings under "Bureau," one of the
least developed classes:
Buildings.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
.BB
Exhibits.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BD
Equipment.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BE
Hisrorical.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BH
Miscellaneous.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EX

As in the case of the classification of
records a serial accession number is used
with the class symbol to form the call number, the principal difference being that the
serial numbering extends in sequence over
all the photographs instead of having a
separate series in each class. A register is
kept in which each photograph is listed
and this serves as a shelf list.
As each illustration is submitted to the
Library, a special form, known as the
photograph history sheet, is filled out by
the author or originator. This form contains pertinent information such as the

subject, descriptive title, origin, purpose,
date and author. I t also indicates whether
or not a negative is supplied and lantern
slides have been made. When the illustration is given a class symbol and an accession number a copy of the history sheet is
neatly typed and pasted on the front of a
specially designed light cardboard jacket
or envelope, approximately letter size,
which houses the prints. The back of this
envelope is extended an inch above the
front, corners rounded, forming a "tab"
the width of the envelope. The call number
is inked prominently on the right corner,
easily visible. The envelopes containing
the prints are filed by classes in standard,
vertical steel letter-file cases, forty of
which are employed to care for the Bureau's photograph collection.
The lantern slides receive the same call
numbers, which are printed on small,
gummed labels affixed to the upper left
hand corners of the slides. The slides measure 3% by 4 inches and are filed in steel
card trays, also by class. The negatives are
jacketed in manila envelopes of varying
size. They receive the same call numbers
as the prints and lantern slides, which
have been made from them and are shelved
upright in glass front, metal cabinets.
Recently the practice of having the call
numbers "cut" on the negatives has been
developed. Thus they are reproduced inconspicuously on the prints and automatically preserve their identity.
recent years no adequate method
UNTIL
of cataloging these illustrations was
employed. The increasing bulk of the collection, and the wider use made of it,
brought about an urgent demand for some
means of locating a given illustration
quickly and efficiently. This necessity
mothered the development, in the Library,
of a device known as the "photostat catalog." This was readily adapted to the
system by instituting slight changes in the
processing of the illustrative material.
In making up this catalog one print of

each illustration received is selected and a
short descriptive title, together with the
call number, is typed on a slip of paper and
attached to it. This, in turn, is stapled to
a sheet of blank paper 18 by 24 inches in
size, in the upper right hand corner of
which is marked the class symbol and a
page number. As other illustrations in that
class are received, they are added to that
sheet until it is full. I t is then photographed
by the photostat method, reduced one-half
in size, and the reproduction is inserted in
its proper place in a loose-leaf binder. One
binder is provided for each main class and
the separate sheers are inserted and separately paged by sub-classes.

This system may lack the refinement of
a good card catalog, but i t does provide an
adequate and practicable means of quickly
finding and identifying a given illustration. The advantage of a visual guide in
selecting illustrative material is obvious.
I hope that this brief discussion may be
of value to librarians, who have similar
problems involving special materials. I t is,
I believe, illustrative of the specific situations, which must be met in special libraries. In solving such problems, i t is
evident that a background of training and
experience coupled with natural ingenuity
would give the individual a tremendous
advantage.

The Methods Exhibit
Indianapolis Convention of SLA
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Business and the Public Library'
By MARIIAN C. MANLEY
Business Branch Librarian, Newark Business Branch, Newark

S.

L.A.'s first major treatment of a Farticular phase of library development,
Business and the Public Library, came
into existence through the recommendation
and action of members of the Public Business Librarians Group. At the Group meeting during the Pittsburgh Conference in
1938, a number advocated the cooperative
compilation of a manual on service for
business men in public libraries. I t was
recognized that while this phase of library
service had been mentioned in a few scnttered papers, its growth in the past cwenty
years warranted intensive analysis of the
present situation and future possibilities.
Adra M. Fay, at that time librarian of
the Minneapolis Business Branch and chairman of the Group, in consultation with
Group members, laid out a plan for the
development of such a manual and asked
the writer to serve as editor. The assignment of the different topics received careful
consideration, w i t h the result that in a
letter on August 25, 1938, Miss Fay asked
for contributions. While several of the
leaders in the public business library work
were not able to devote time to a special
treatment of any topic, the final list of
compilers showed the comprehensive coverage given the problems.
Contributors are Dorothy G. Bell, Business Branch, Providence, Rhode Island, on
the historical aspects; Anita F. Levy,
Business Branch, San Francisco, California,
on administration; Ethel Cleland, Business
Branch, Indianapolis, Indiana, on acquisition; Adra M. Fay, Business and Municipal
Reference Branch, Minneapolis, Minnesota,

on cataloging and classifying; Grace A.
England, Downtown Library, Detroit,
Michigan, on special indexing; Mildred
Potter, Business Branch, Hartford, Connecticut, on the book collection; Laura A .
Eales, Technology Department, Bridgeport, Connecticut, on directory use; Marion
L. Hatch, Business Branch, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, on business periodicals; Rose
L. Vormelker, Business Information Bureau, Cleveland, Ohio, on services; Bettye
Bell, Business Branch, Nashville, Tennessee, on ephemeral material; while public
relations were treated by Marian C. Manley,
Business Branch, Newark, New Jersey, and
comprehensive bibliographical references
compiled by Maud Briggs of the Business
and Municipal Branch staff, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
The assignment of topics lead to a flood
of questionnaires and, for the contributors,
one of the most profitable features was the
resulting self-examination of their respective types of administration in preparing
adequate responses. This work continued
through the winter of 1938-39 and a t intervals contributors sent on their chapters
to Miss Fay. In March, 1939, Miss Fay had
received all but two, so sent the collection
to the editor for examination and preparation for publication.
Since examination of the assembled material showed the necessity for careful
reworking into a harmonious whole before
publication, no attempt was made to rush
copy through before the conference. Instead, the procedure for compilation was
discussed a t the Baltimore convention in
1939.
To make a smooth-running, cnmpre-
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hensive unit out of the differing styles and
content of contributions from twelve people, i t was recognized that much rearrangement would be necessary. Certain
gaps must be filled and duplication eliminated. Because the subjects were not easy to
differentiate, i t was apparent that overlapping and supplementary material should be
shifted as needed from one contributor to
the chapter in general covered by another
contributor. To meet this problem and
retain complete records, i t was necessary
to have all contributions copied in order
to have material to edit while preserving
the original manuscripts for consultation
as the necessity arose. The copy was analyzed for content, cur, and rearranged so as
to secure logical treatment of the subjects.
These steps showed the gaps to be filled
in by the editor and the rearrangement
required to make the chapters harmonious
in style. All of this called for exhaustive
consideration.
The first draft was completed July, 1939,
and sent to Miss Fay for consideration and
suggestions. Fruitful criticism ensued and
in September a second draft was prepared,
incorporating the suggestions and rearrangement that had been deemed necessary.
From this second draft, individual con.
tributors were asked to examine critically
the chapters for which their work had been
the basis. The cooperative spirit of the
Group members was shown by the warm
approbation given the editing by these
contributors. This second draft was sent
also to other members of the group and
to the chairman of the Publication Committee. More constructive criticism was
received and as a result, the copy was pruned
and even more thoroughly edited in the
final revision.
The varied magazines in which reviews
of Business and the Public Library appeared,
promptly showed the range of interests
that it touched. In the April issue of the
A.L.A. Bdletin, a full page was devoted to
a review by Nellie Mignon Fisher. This
said in part:

. . . The book hlls a niche all its own, as complete and "pro-the-minute information about
burinrss libraries is here for the first time brought
berween corers. . . .
Suggestive publidry rnerhads that will keep the
library conrranrly before rhe business men and
womm o f the community and encourage them ro
make use of irs resources are included. Any general
librarian will find rhe clraprer on "Increasing rhc
Return on the City's Investment" to be a meary
morsel, well worth his time.
When speaking of the taxpayer, i t mighr be
stated that his heart will be warmed by the suggenr i m s made h r cooprrarion between the public
library and ocher business libraries within a city,
in order to cur down rhe duplication of expensive
services.
Other aspects of its use are indicated by
Leona Powell in the May issue of the
Manapmcnt Kcview.
For erecutiver who are familiar with the wide
range of usefulness of a special business library, this
book will indicate how effectively they are using
such libraries in solving their everyday problems.
For other executives i t should be highly suggestive
of the assistance rhey may obtain either from a
special business library in their own company or
from t h e public library 01 rheir city.

Another business comment is given in
the March issue of Textile World, where
the reviewer says:
Tm years ago, very few texiile manufacturers
would have been interested in such a book as chis;
today, a small bur important group in rbe industry
wtll use it; ten years from now, a arety considerable
percentage o( textile men will profir by this rype o(
reference book.
T h e change, in our opinion, reflects progress.
Industry finds i t more and more necessary to build
up its knowledge of sources of business information.
Business branches of public libraries are an important link in rhe chain.
As economic and rechnical trends become incteasingly complex, intelligent useof business books,
business papers, bnsiness dircctoriei and other business media becomes increasingly essential. The
public library, 1940 model, helps to make intelligent
use
As rime goes on, more and more textile
firms will develop special libraries of their own. In
rhe process of that development, and in the subsequent utilizarion of the special libraries, the public
libraries will periorm an indispensable tunccion.
We suggesi char ieadcrs expose tl~emselresto this
book as an approach t o a sublect, which will engage
more and more of their time in the future.
(G.","",d a jq, ,I>)

The Beginnings and Growth of
Dental Libraries *
By GEORGE B. DENTON, Pn.D.
Professor of Dental History and Literatare, Norrhwestern University Dental School, Chicago

D

URING the last decade several good
accounts of the history of dental
libraries have come from the pens
of some of our best known dental librarians.
These include several articles by Dr. B. W.
Weinberger, one in 1932 by Dr. E. E.
Haverstick, and one read before the Medical Library Association in 1937 by
Mrs. Madelene Marshall. These accounts
have given in detail the origin and development of most of the important dental
libraries in this country. Therefore, I will
not undertake to repeat these facts with
regard to all important institutions. Instead, I shall try to show, in general, how
dental libraries, especially in this country,
origina~cd,developed, and finally evolved
into important institutional organs of
modern dentistry.
In looking for the beginnings of dental
libraries, we must first consider the obvious
proposition that libraries can exist only
when there are books to put into them.
Until the beginning of the sixteenth
century, whatever professional information
with regard to the teeth was recorded,
appeared in the compilations of physicians
and surgeons, who, for the most part, did
not practice dentistry, and were probably
not familiar with all of its procedures.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, in addition to this more or less
casual information supplied by medical
men, there appeared a few works devoted
to the teeth alone. An anonymous author,
probably a small-town .
physician.
.
.nnblished
*Thin

.

i s m ahridement of the .ddresrgiven by n r . George R.
Dcnron exrlrr this yesr before the Dcnrd Cenrenarr C&bnnon
8, Hiltimnre. Md.

in Germany in 1530, a work dealing with
the various diseases of the teeth and their
treatment. This was the first of a series of
works appearing in various parts of western Europe and treating exclusively of
the teeth. In 1563, the celebrated anatomist, Eustachius, published his Libellur de
Dcntibur, the first complete and exclusive
dental anatomy. Urbain Htmard, a surgeon
in France, in 1582 wrote his Lb Vraye
Anathomie des Dents, presenting the anatomical discoveries of the century, in the vulgar
tongue. In 1679, Martin, a French apothecary, wrote on the care of the teeth. In
1685, Charles Allen, in England, published
a small and uninformative book on the
procedures of the dentist.
I t was not until 1728, when Fauchard
issued his nuo-volume work, Le Chirurgien
Dmti~te,that the science of oral pathology
and the procedures of dental art were
revealed in detail by a leading practitioner
in the profession. Fauchard's work not
only provided a textbook for the student
and a book of reference for the practitioner,
but i t also acted as a signal and a challenge
to the profession to emulate his example in
recording the high degree of development
which dentistry in France had then attained. Throughout the eighteenth century
the stimulus of Fauchard was felt and
there was a copious issue of literature from
the leading French dentists, as exemplified
in Geraudly, Bunon, Mouton, Bourdet,
Jourdain, Courtois and Mahon.
To a lesser extent, professional pnblication was carried on in other parts of
Europe. In England, Berdmore, in 1768,
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published the first dental work of any
consequence in that country; and later in
the century, John Hunter and Robert
Blake, who were not dentists, contributed
to dental science. In Germany, the work of
Philipp Pfaff, 1756, was notable.
Before the time of Fauchard, there were,
of course, no dental libraries, because there
were no dental books of professional character. The best efforts of the numerous
professional writers of the eighteenth
century were insufficient to produce any
enormous volume of literature; but the production which had begun in theeighteenth
was
in
parts
of the world in the early Years of the nineteenth centurv. I t is, therefore, in the first
third of the nineteenth century that we
begin to hear of special collections of books
devoted exclusively to dentistry, and it is
then that dental libraries, in a small way,
began to exist.
total output of dental books in
THE
the world from the earliest publication
in 1530 to 1920 was 7,390, not counting
doctorate dissertations; but counting these
theses, the grand total was 12,091. Prior
to 1800 the number of books published
was only 586 -or less than 8 per cent of
the publication for the whole period. In
the first half of the eighteenth century,
publication began gradually to increase
after 1750; and about 1800, having risen
to nearly 100 volumes per decade, began
rapidly and steadily to mount until 1890,
when it had arrived a t approximately 450
books per decade. In the next four decades
publication shot rapidly upward until,
from 1910 to 1919, in the midst of the
World War, the output reached about
1,250 volumes per decade. To what figure
dental publication has soared in the last
two decades, from 1920 to 1940, can only
be conjectured.
If this great body of world dental literature should be examined for the contribution of various nationalities, we would find
much the same increasing production

decade after decade, with slight differences
for the different countries.
Beginning in 1800, the output of dental
publications in the United States rose
rapidly and evenly to 1910 with a publication of 163 volumes per decade. At that
time the United States was the second
largest producer of dental literature in the
world, being surpassed only by Germany.
Table 1 shows the total contribution to
dental books of the four largest producing
countries, in the order of size.

.... -- .

TARTF 1

TOTAL
Boom PUBLISHBD
- 1530-1920
Germany.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
France. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lrnired States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
England . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,228
1,483
914
847

5,472

If we turn now to periodical dental
literature, we find that the history of its
production extends over a much shorter
period hut the increase in output from
year to year is as striking as with dental
books. Dr. William Bebb has given us a
practically complete bibliography of dental
journals published in America to the year
1919 and a report of the American College
of Dentists on dental journalism has given
us similar figures for the years 1927 and
1931.
From a single journal in 1839, The Amrican Journal of Dental Science, the hrst
dental journal published in the world,
there was a more or less steady increase to
the year 1919 with about 50 journals published per year. The year 1927 is marked by
an increase to 83, and the year 1931 reveals
a jump to 117 journals per year. In the
eighty years down to 1919 there was a
total of 1,418 annual volumes of dental
journals published in America; and, probably, in thelast twenty years the output of
dental journals in America has been increased by as many more volumes, making
a total, possibly, of 3,000.
The number of dental journals published
in England and in other countries of the
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world can only be conjectured. The number footnote to his Family Dentist, declared
of these journals is certainly several hun- that he had prepared the manuscript of a
dred and the number of volumes must be much longer and more authoritative work
on dentistry, the publication of which he
in the thousands.
These facts and statistics demonstrate was obliged to defer, because he needed to
the obvious proposition that dental libra- consult certain important European works
ries could and did exist only in proportion which were not to be obtained in this
as there were dental books to put into country.
them. To this proposition may be added a
Before 1840 some of the leaders of the
second, namely, that the usefulness of profession had, however, apparently coldental books depends, in a large measure, lected respectable private dental libraries
upon the existence of dental libraries. for themselves. Among those w h o must
There is a corollary that the larger the have had considerable collections of books
body of existent dental literature the more were Eleazer Gidney, Horace Hayden,
necessary the dental library becomes.
Eleazar Parmly and Chapin A. Harris.
With the multiplication of dental books,
IDNEY was an American who had
the difficulties of the dental student in the
practiced
.
in
. New York, but who
latter half of the eighteenth century, a t
least in the capital city, had become less; during the years 1824 to 1827 studied
and, no doubt, many of the dental works dentistry abroad, especially in England and
of the time were to be found in medical France, under the foremost dentists of that
and general libraries. Yet these more or less time. While in Europe he collected a
public libraries were not altogether con- considerable library of professional literavenient to use, and it was said that the ture which he brought back to America
founder of the specialty of oral surgery, with him in 1827. In 1831 he returned to
Jourdain, rather than rely upon the libra- England, where he practiced in Manchester,
ries, penned numerous hack-work compila- for most of the next twenty-six years.
tions for publishers, in order to obtain, in Apparently, he left his library in New
exchange, the surgical and dental works York City, for as stated in the first issue of
which he wished to consult.
The American Journal of Def~talScience, in
In America, in the latter part of the 1839, Gidney lent his private dental library
eighteenth century, and in the beginning to the editors of the Journal for their use.
of the nineteenth, even in such large cities A complete catalogue of the works conas New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, tained was given on pages 23 and 24 of
i t must have been much more ditlicult for this Journal. There were 67 works in the
the practitioner to secure dental literature collection, of which 59 were dental and 8
than in the metropolises of Europe. Horace were on anatomy, medicine or general
Hayden, in writing of conditions a t the science. I t represented the best dental
close of the Revolutionary War, declared literature of the world, with the exception
that scarcely a copy of John Hunter's .of the German, down to that day. There
famous Natural History of the Human Tmth, were 34 books in French; 23 in English, of
or its sequel on dental pathology was to which only 4 were published in America;
be found in this country. He knew of but none in German; and one, each, in Italian
two copies of Berdmore's Treatise of 1768, and Latin.
and these, as with Hunter's works, he
Concerning the library of Chapin A.
said, "were retained in the private libraries Harris very little is known. There are,
of those gentlemen who purchased them in however, some evidences of its content.
England for their own private use."
In 1851, Arthur, in a report on dental
As late as 1822 Josiah Flagg, in a literature to the American Society of
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Dental Surgeons, stated that the bibliography which he presented consisted of
works which "were courteously furnished
from the library of Professor C. A. Harris,
and embrace nearly everything upon the
subject which has appeared in this country." Unfortunately, the committee of
which Arthur was chairman thought the
society would be interested only in books
published in America, and all mention of
foreign works was omitted. Otherwise,
we should probably have had practically
a complete catalogue of the Harris collection a t that time. Since coming to this
meeting, I have found in the Grieves
Library of the Baltimore College of Dental
Surgery among some pamphlets supplied
by Dr. Harris' daughter, three copies of a
~ r i n t e dcatalogue of the Medzcal Libray of
the Late Dr. Chapin A. Harris. I t contains
both medical and surgical works in various
languages and most of the important
dental works to the time of his death.
There are over 260 books and about 90
volun~esof periodicals. The latter, strangely
enough, are all medical except for one
volume of the London Forceps.
What became of Harris' library is not
definitely known. Likewise, the fate of
other early collections, Gidney's, Parmly's,

Hayden's, is entirely unknown. Through
the interest of these men, however, and
others like them, part of the early dental
literature was preserved, a t least for rhe
time being.
For a large part of the nineteenth century
the dental profession seems to have been
more interested in the collection of museum
specimens, especially pathological curios,
than i t was in the collection of dental
books. The reports of societies indicate
that organized dentistry was more concerned about what was called the poor
quality of dental literature produced from
year to year than it was about the failure
to provide any means of making the great
body of existing dental literature available
to the profession. In the late eighties the
first signs of interest in libraries upon the
part of dental societies and dental schools
began to be manifested. Editorials began
to appear in dental journals bewailing the
lack of any professional literature in the
library of the average practicing dentist.
The need of school and society libraries
was also, occasionally, mentioned. I t was
not until well into the nineties, or a t the
beginning of the present century, however,
that even a few promising libraries were
established.

7e lo mrontrnzld 2n s lsrn

Libraries are the only institutions in American life capable
of opening to the citizens of the Repablic a knowlet& of the
wealth and richness of the culture which a century and a half
of rlemocratic life has produced.-Archibald
Macleish.

The President's Page . . .

A

S president of the Special Libraries
Association, I wish every member
might have the experience of attending a meeting of the Advisory Council.
I t is a constant source of surprise and
gratification that most of the officers,
group and chapter chairmen, committee
chairmen and special representatives find i t
possible to be present. At the meeting held
in New York on October 26th, there were
about forty loyal SLA'ers in attendance,
putting in a full day of hard work, with
many coming early for committee or Executive Board meetings and others giving up
Sunday morning to a conference on the
Hartford Convention.
In spite of hard and stimulating work,
however, there were enthusiastic souls who
"followed the gleam" of Times Square a t
midnight (to be conservative); who got
up at six-thirty to steal other inspiration;
and who posted off after the Saturday
afternoon meeting to the Empire State
Building to see the sunset and to watch
the myriad lights of Manhattan prick the
darkness of early evening.
Work and play shared under such circnmstances, create new bonds of interest and
that closer personal contact which means
so much in professional association.
And now we are looking forward to
another annual gathering of our members.
Reports given a t the meeting were all
looking ahead, all planned "to be ready
for the Convention"; plans which included
a survey of special libraries for National
Defense; directories, by groups and chapters, which will help revise our national
directory - so badly needed; manuals for
chapters; manuals for groups; archives
brought up-to-date and bulletins to keep
them so; publicity - one group has had
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articles in six or eight media - metropolitan papers and trade magazines.
Editors are busy with plans for our magazine, for TBRI, for the Chapter Town Crier
and for the interesting column in Wilson's
Bulletin, which is a most valuable channel
for distribution of helpful and interesting
special information to the thousands of
general librarians, who depend primarily
upon its monthly appearance for professional news.
The advertisingmnagerreported$1,700.00
on the books, for this Fall, for advertising
in Special Libraries, which is an increase of
$500.00 over the same period of last year;
the sale of surplus publications has netted
a neat sum; and the membership is 2,433,
the largest on record. The delinquent members record, while always discouraging,
is smaller this year than for some time less than 250. The Indianapolis Convention
turned over $500.00 profit to the National
Association.
The temporary committee studying techniques for and reactions to the Conference
Discussions held a t Indianapolis reported
on a survey of all who attended these discussions. A meeting of this committee
with the President and with the Hartford
Convention Chairman, lasted well into the
night on Friday. The general feeling, as
revealed by the survey, was that trained
leadership is an essential and that the mechanics of the project should be so developed that confusion is reduced to a minimum. The committee was asked to continue
and is alresdy actively a t work on plans for
a valuable series of discussions at Hartford.
They hope, as I do, that local chapters will
rxperiment with conference methods during the year and will study Miss Hollingsworth's report on the Indianapolis meet-
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ings, which is available a t the Executive
office a t twenty-five cents per copy, and
other literature on the subject. The conference method of discussion lends itself
to any subject of professional interest and
should draw out the combined knowledge
of all present to a well-supported conclusion in the direction of applying professional techniques or of developing wise
policies. In such a discussion unit, one
has the opportunity for which all professional people long - that of heating what
others think and do. How often have you
said, "We need more time to discuss out
problems"? Well - discussion conferences,
a t home and a t the convention, offer you
an opportunity to do this - under certain
rules of the game, which are intended to
keep the meeting from becoming a "gabfest." I t is the especial hope of the committee that SLA'ers, w h o are less experienced librarians or "first-timers" a t conventions, will make their contributions to
the success of the discussions as well as avail
themselves of the opportunity to exchange
ideas with more experienced members.
Two new chapters have been granted
charters -Toronto and Washington, D.C.
Geographical location of members is being
studied by the Chapter Liaison Officer
with an eye on possible needs for other
chapters. Invitations for the 1942 convention have been received from the Michigan
and Southern California Chapters and Atlanta has invited the SLA to meec there in
1943. Group projects are too manifold for
discussion here, but all are important and
some are most significant.
One of the important reports given concerns every member of SLA. I t was that of
the committee to study the problem of
group affiliations, about which more will
be heard later. The Student Loan Fund
Committee reported that about two-thirds

of its funds are at work. The Training Committee reported concerning in-service training courses as possible Chapter projects
with specific outline and readings. This
report will be mailed out to Chapter presidents for consideration. The Public Relations Committee is developing a fine
analysis of the nature and importance of
public relations policy for each library.
The work of the Committee on Cooperation with Special Libraries in Latin America is shaping up and the Committee on
Foreign Importations made an important
report. Two policies are being followed by
various types of libraries. The tendency to
leave foreign periodicals in storage until
shipment can be made without danger of
loss is apparent in the policy of large
public and university libraries. In highly
specialized libraries where current information is of immediate importance, the tendency seems to be to authorize shipment,
accepting occasional loss and depending
for future use of complete files upon the
larger libraries. A letter of thanks from
Finland was read in response to gifts sent
to help rebuild the book collection of the
Technical Library at Helsinki, which was
largely destroyed by the Russian atmck on
Finland. Samples of far-reaching activities
and interests such as these are all that
space permits; but these samples indicate
the conscious growth of the Association in
important ways.
"Following the gleam" is more than a
matter of well-earned recreation. I t is the
way in which professional organizations
achieve worth-while results and SLA bas
always - unconsciously perhaps -had this
ideal. With enthusiasm and initiative, for
which money can not pay, our Association
is forging ahead to new accomplishments.
It needs the cooperation of every member
to accomplish its self-imposed task.
LAURAA. WOODWARD

SLA Group Officers for 1940-1 941
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES - Chairman, Estelle Brodman, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, 630 West 168th Strcer, Ncw Yark; Vice-Chairman, Mrs. Mabel Walker, Indima University School of
Dentiscry, 1121 Wesr Michigan Streer, Indianapolis, Indiana; Swctary-Tllo,urrr, Grace Van Nostrand,
Mctiopolitan Life Insurance Company, 1 Madison .4venue, New York
COMMERCE - Choimion. Marion L. Hatch. Business Branch. Carneeie Librarv of Pitwbureh. Union Trust

919 North Michiam
FINANCIAL - Chdrmnn. Mrs. Elizabeth Brown Beach. Household Finance Coiooration.
.~
"
'
Avenue, Chicago, ILlinoir; V i r C h s i m w n , Marion E. Wells, The First National Bank of Chicago, 38 Sourh
Dearborn Streer, Chicago, Illinois; Secrrmry-Trtmurrr, Ruth Miller, Central Hanover Bznk m d Trurt Co..
70 Broadway, New York
~

INSURANCE - C h ~ i m ~Margaret
n,
C. Lloyd, Retail Credit Company, Post Office Box 1723, Arlanta, Georgia;
V i ~ r C h a i m nJeannette
,
Smith, New England Mutual Life Insurance Co.. 87 Milk Street, Bosron,Massachusrrrs; Swrrary-Trw~urrr,Nora A. Shreve, Lincoln National Life Insurance Co., 1301 South Harrison Street,
Fort Wayne, Indiana; Editor, "Insurance Book Reviews," Mrs.Mary M. Wells, National Safety Council,
Ioc., 20 Narrh U'acker Drive, Chica~o,Illinois
Cynrhia Griffin, 523 Oakley Road, Hsrerford, Pennsylvania; ViccChaimm, Alice
MUSEUM - Chd-n,
Mundr, Librarian, Worcesret Art Museum, Worcester, Massachusetts; Smrcrdry-Trcsmrcr, GladysR. Haskin,
Cleveland School of Art, 1441Juniper Road, Cleveland, Ohio
NewsSyndicateCompany, Inc., 220Esst 42nd Sacet, New York:
NEWSPAPER - Chsimirn, Mauri~eS~rnonds,
ViuChnimian, Elizabeth Agnes Gerhardt, Milmakukcc Scntitd, 123 West Michigan Streec, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin; Secr~iary-Trcmunr, Agnes C. Henebry, D w t m Hcrdd-Rcvicw, Decatuc, Illinoi~;Dirrrror,
Paul P. Foster, Tha Phi.Lzddphia Inquirer, Broad and Callowhill Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
PUBLIC BUSINESS LIBRARIANS - Chairman, Rose L. Vormelker, Business Infarmarion Bureau, Clevelrnd
Public Library, 325 Superior Avenue, N.E., Cleveland, Ohio; ViaCh=imran, Marion L. Hatch, Business
Branch, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Union Trust Building, Room 247, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvmia; S w e wry-Tmwrrrr, Gladys J. Driver, Bvsiness and Industrid Department, South Bend Public Library, 120 West
Wayne Street, South Bend, Indiana

SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY - C b a i m m , Dr. Donald E. Csblc, General Laboratories, United States Rubber Ca.,
Market and South Streets, Parsaic, New Jersey; Vice-Chaimm, Ruth M. Hcisr, Technicrl Department,
Indianapolis Public Libnry, Indianapolis, Indiana; Smrctory-Tre~,rrrrr.C. E. H=miltoo, Jr., Czrbide m d
Carbon Chcmicds Corp., Saurh Charlerran, Wcsr Virginia
SOCIAL SCIENCE - C h d m n , Martha R. Schmidt, Republican National Committee, 718 Jackson Place,
N. W., Washingcan, D. C.; V i r a - C h d m m , Leslie Reid French, Catalog Department, Connecticut State
Library, Hartford, Connecticut; Scnmry-Trcaurrr, Anna P. Holdridge, U. S. Civil Service Commission,
Washingcon, D. C.
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE - Chairman, M r s . Mujotie C . Keenlcyside, Central Young Mm's Christian
Association College, 19 Sourh La Salk Street, Chicago, Illinois; Vice-Cbsimron, M. Esther Newsome, Suffolk
University, 20 Dane Saeer, Borron, Mar~achusetts;S < n r + y - T r u m r w , M r s . Beauice GrPhzrn, Chicago
Musical College, 64 E m V m Buren Strect, Chicago, Illinois

Chapter News

s a c k Numbers on
B U S I N E S S and F I N A N C E
Moodys, Poo~s,Pitch, Annalists, Commercial and Ftnancial Chronicles, Directories. State a n d G o v e r n m e n t Manuals,
Y e a r Books, etc.
Let u s search, w i t h o u t obligation, f o r
y o u r Out-of-Print a n d Hard-to-Find
needs.

Salute
Since the beginning of June, 1940, Special Libraries
Association is proud to welcome two new Chapters to
its roster, those of Toronto and Washington, D. C. A
perition presented by Peter Morgan and signed by ten
members of Special Libraries As~ociacionin Toronto
was accepred by the Executive Board on June 3, 1940.
This was very good news to members attending chc
Tbirry-Second Annual Convention in Indianapolis.
Mr. Morgan has since become a member of the R. A. F.
in Canada. The Chapter now has inenry-one members.
The officers of the Toronto Chaprer are: Prtzidmi,
Pauline Mary Hutchison, The Canada Life Assurance
Company; Vice-Prrridmr, Allan McKenzie, Canadian
Bankof Commerce;S~irctary,L. Ruth Moorhouse,Tbc
Manufacturers Life Insurance Company; Trcorurrr,
W. S. Wallace, University of Toronto; DircctorotLnrgr,
Winifred G. Barnsred University of Toronto Library
School.
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AT the meeting of rhe Executive Board on October
25, 1940, a petirion signed by furty-eight members in
Washingcon, D. C., was accepted, making the eighreenth Chapter in Special Libraries A~sociation-sinreen in the Unired Srates and two in Canada. The 06cerr are: Prrriknt, Adelaide R. Hasse, Silver Spring,
Maryland; Vicr-Pr~iidenr,, Phillips Temple, Georgetown University and Dorothy W. Graf, U. S. Department oiAgriculture;Corrrrponding Sweta~y,Esther Ann
Maniun, Nacional Geograpliic Society; Recording Sarr.
tar?, Mary Virginia Lee, Social Security Board; Trwrurrr, Mrs. Ruth H. Hooker, Naval Research Laborstory; Direten, Miriam C. Vance, Farm Credit Administration and Mrs. Ellen Commons, Social Security
Board.
We are happy a t these signs of active progress and
hope ro add several Chapters during the coming year!

Personal
State President
At the annual conference of the New Yorh State
Library Associarion held September 30th. a t Albany,
Rebecca 8. Rankin, Librarian of the Municipal Reference Branch of the New York Public Library, was
elected President of the Associarion. Miss Rankin has
always been a most cnthuriastic, hard-working
member of SLA. She has served both as President of
rhe National Special Librmies Association, as well
as the New York Chapter of Special Libraries. Her
many SLA friends wish her great success.

Bargains

Place y o u r list w i t h a recognized Library Agency.

Here is your chance to complete your volume sers of
SPBCIALLZBRARIES
from 1910 rhiough 1939! SLA is
happy to give members the opportunity ro buy all the
back issues of S P B C I ~LIBAAAIBS
L
thar they can use, at
the very special price of (5.10 a copy plus postage, if
the order torals $5 or more. If your order is under
$5 please remir $.I5 a copy plus postage. [Separate
Prorcrdingr issues of 1938 and 1939 a t $ 5 0 and $75
respectively.] Only a few copies of many issues, so
rush your orders in. Address them to: Special Libraries
Association, 31 E 10 Sr., New York City.

Have you a copy of our Librarians'
Guide? The 191&41 edition i s now
ready. Free o n request.

News Briefs

MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTIONS
A complete, efficient Magazine service
for a l l Libraries.
Send us a copy of your list for quotation.

Plan t o visit us when you come t o t h e
A . L . A . meeting in Boston i n June of
1941. See t h e details of placing your
subscriptions.

Also odd numbers of magazines, volumes o r complete sets supplied from our
stock of aver a million magazines.

F. W. FAXON COMPANY
83-91 Francis Street
Uack Bay, Boston, Mass.

THE

RUMFORD
PRESS
CONCORD
NEW HAMPSHIRE

*
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PRINTING IS STILL A

d
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Women's Fraternity
Miss Ella Chaliant spoke rccrnrly a n her work
as a bank librzrian of rbe Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust
Company, before the members ol rhr Epsilon Chapter
of PhiChi Theta, national business women's frarernity
of the Univerairy of Pittsburgh.
This year, Miss C1;alfanr is also Editor of the
C h n p r Bulletin for the Pittsburgh Chapter.
( C o n r i n d from page 402)

A g a i n t h e p r o f e s s i o n a l c o m m e n t is reflected in t h e r e v i e w by Jesse H. S h e r a i n the
October Library Q z a ~ f ~ dHye. w r i t e s t h e r e :
If in rhe face of expanding services librarians in
general have been neglectful of any critical evaluation of rlieir activities, special librarians have been
no less negligent. Crrrainly ir is now time that
librarians in business deparrmenrr of public libraries
begin ro chink seriously about their relationships
to the profession as a whole, rhr efficiency of their
services, and t h e real worrh of their contributions.
Dwrinrrr ondrhr Public Librarj is not evaluative in this
sense; it wan nor intended to be. Nevertheless it is
a successful atrempr to make a very real contribution
toward the codification of basic principles of current
practice. . . .
The scope of the work is certainly ruihcirnily
inclusive. ITcovers the entire field of business branch
administration, die relation of rhar phase of libratianship to the profession as a whole, the interaction
between library service and business enrerprire, and
the problems of selection, acquisition, preparation,
and use of rrandaid and specialized materials; not to
mention four useful appendices, and extensire
bibliographies. Finally, it should be added that,
though the volume is planned for only business
dqparcments in public libraries its compass is
sufhcienrly broad as to include rhe wbole of special
librarianship as it is relaced m business enterprise,
whether it be as a branch of a municipal library
system, or a library unit created by a commrrcial
or industrial firm.
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World W a r I1*
Bibliography compiled by
TIME INC. LIBRARY, NEW YORK CITY

Part 2

Put these books on
your calendar for
National Defense -

111. WAR
War and t h e U. S.
Economic Aspects
ACADEMY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, N. Y. Ecanomic Nationalism, Trade Barriers and the
War. The Academy, 1940. (Its Proceedings, May
1940.)
ACADEMY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, N. Y. Effect
of the War on America's Idle Men and Idle Money.
The Academy, 1940. Ots Proceedings, Jan. 1940.)
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLrrICAL AND
SOCIAL SCIENCE, PHILA. Our Foreign Commerce in Peace and War. Phila., 1940. (Its Annals,
Sept. 1940.)
BARUCH, B. M. American Industry in the War; a
Report of the War Industries Board. Wash., Govr.
Print. Off., 1921.
. Taking the Prohts Out of War; a Program for
Indusrrial Mobilization. Priv. Printed, 1936.
BOWERMAN, C. E. War and American Jobs. Science
Research Associates, 1939.
CHERNE, L. M. Adjllsring Your Business to War.
Tax Research Institute of America, 1939.
CLARKSON, 6. B. Industrial America in the World
War. Houghton, 1923.
EMENY, B. Strategy of Raw Materials; a Study of
America in Peace and War. Macmillan, 1937.
HARDY, C. 0. Wartime Control of Prices. Broakingr
Insriturion, 1940.
MENDERSHAUSEN, H. The Economics of Ws~r.
Prentice-Hall, 1940.
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD,
INC. Studies in the Economics of National Defense
(Supplements to Conference Board Economic Recard:j
STALEY, E. Raw Materials in Peace and War. Council on Foreign Relations, 1937.
TOBIN, H. J. Mobilizing Civilian America. Council
on Foreign Relations, 1940.
U. S. ARMY AND NAVY MUNITIONS BOARD.
Industrial Mobilization Plan-Revision of 1939.
Wash., Govt. Print. Off., 1939.
WAR COORDINATOR; prepared by the Research
Institute of America, Inc. The Institute, 193+
Loose-leaf.
Fore;@ Poliq
AIKMAN, D. America's Chance of Peace. Doubleday.
Doran, 1939.
ALSOP, J . American Whire Paper; the Scary of American Diplomacy and rhe Second World War. Simon
and Schusrer, 1940

-

*This is Part 11 of 1 Bibliozrsphy on World War I and I1
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